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Military turns
clown to cadet

WASHINGTON (AP) - The House
yesterday girded for important test
votes on Medicare and defense spending as Republicans expressed growing confidence they could nand
President Ronald Reagan a repeat of
last year's budget victory.
"I feel good about it," GOP Leader
Bob Michel said of chances for assembling a majority for the Reaganbacked 1983 budget with a deficit of
$102.6 billion.
Michel, (R-m.), said a rival plan
supported by the House Democratic
leadership was losing strength, but he
seemed less certain of enough support
to derail yet a third plan drafted by
moderates of both parties.
Republicans suggested that some
mainstream Democrats prefer a Reagan victory so they can more easily
blame him for the recession in their
re-election campaigns.
House Speaker Thomas O'Neill, (DMass.i, remained publicly upbeat.
"That doesn't necessarily square with
what we've seen at all," he said of
Michel's assertion.

Randy Stephan said he did the right thing for all the
wrong reasons when he tried military life.
"I'd be a liar if I said I joined for patriotism and
loyalty," Stephan, cadet batallion commander for the
University, said.
His reason for joining the National Guard was to get a
free ride through college. In Massillon, he was the nigh
school class clown, he said. Now he is the most outstanding and highest-ranking ROTC cadet at the University
and training to be an officer in the army.
Now he does things with the right intentions, he said.
When he started with the National Guard, he developed
patriotism and loyalty to his country, he said. Stephan,
majoring in journalism, liked the military enough to join
ROTC when tie came to the University.

see ROTC page 4

Randy Stephan shares his experiences with fellow cadets that are about to leave tor ROTC advanced camp.

BG "Scvks photo Ron Hagler

prepare ground attack after heavy losses
by the Asaoclated press
Britain declared yesterday that despite the loss of two more ships and 24
men - its heaviest toll in a single day ground forces were poised to break
out of the beachhead on the Falklands
and attack the capital of Stanley.
The Argentine military command
said its forces shelled the beachhead
near San Carlos, inflicting "undetermined casualties." The communique
said Argentine gunners downed two
British Sea King helicopters and damaged two more.
Another communique warned Britain's hospital ship Uganda to stay
away from the battle zone because it
was "practically impossible to assure
that it would not be an involuntary
victim of a possible attack."
British commandos and paratroop-

ers landed Friday 50 miles west of
Stanley to establish the beachhead in
the first major assault to recapture
the Falklands, which Argentina
seized April 2 and calls the Malvinas.
ARGENTINE FOREIGN minister
Nicanor Costa Mendez said in New
York before the vote that although his
government did not endorse the resolution outright, "the war is beginning
to be so cruel and the numbers of lives
lost so high that I think public opinion
will push governments and will push
the UnitedNations to peace."
Argentina also said armored units
had ''surrounded" the British landing
forces yesterday in a 60-square-mile
pocket near San Carlos and "are
carrying out harassment activities
within the enemy's stronghold."

The Joint Chiefs of Staff said army
units and the army air corps were
attacking British forces near San
Carlos in an effort to "control the
enemy and limit his deployment."
They also said two Sea Harriers
attacked the coast guard vessel Rio
Iguazu in the Falklands area and one
Harrier was been downed by antiaircraft fire. Argentine forces suffered one dead and two wounded, the
Joint Chiefs said.
THERE WAS NO immediate reaction from Britain, but Defense Secretary John Nott told Parliament that
the British destroyer Conventry was
sunk with 20 men dead and the requisitioned container ship Atlantic Conveyor was abandoned with four dead
after a mass Argentine air attack off

the Falklands Tuesday.
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher
said, "Despite these grievous losses,
neither our resolve nor our conscience
is weakened," and Nott declared that
forces which landed Friday in San
Carlos "are poised to bring their
thrust" on Stanley, fifty miles to the
east.
He told the House of Commons 20
sailor were killed and about 20
wounded when the Coventry was hit
by several bombs as the warship
stood off the northern tip of the Falklands on radar ticket duty. The remaining 240 officers and crew were
rescued.
He said four seamen were killed
and a small number wounded when
•two Exocet missiles from two French-

built Super Etendard fighter-bombers
hit the Atlantic Conveyor, steaming
toward Falkland Sound to unload
equipment and supplies at San Carlos.
The remainder of the vessel's 170
crew was rescued when the vessel
was abandoned, Nott said.
A HIGH DEFENSE ministry
source said the missiles that hit the
Atlantic Conveyor were believed intended for the carrier Hermes, flagship of the British task force, which
was close enough to the merchant
ship to see the weapons strike.
Nott called the losses - which
pushed the official British death toll in
the conflict to 98 - "tragic." But he
said 10 more destroyers and frigates
have joined the armada "in the last
two days."

Articulation plan concerns area high schools
INSIDE
Fire and
by Scott Sleek
senior staff reporter

brimstone
Repeating a springtime tradition,
George ' Jed' Smock comes to
campus to spread the word of
God and deliver students from
iin. Dctalla, page 5

Scholar-Athletes
The University has named tennis
Clayer Bud Vetter and swimmer
auri Nichols as its scholar-athletes of the year. Details, page
6.

Gas shortage
SACRAMENTO, Calif.
(AP)
— The state of California has
a vacant position that requires
only part-time work but perhaps a
strong stomach: gas chamber
inspector.
The government has been
seeking a qualified inspector
of the gas chamber at San
Quenlin Prison for more than a
month.
So far, there has been no
response to advertisements in the
"California State Contracts
Register," the semi-monthly publication of service and construction contracts available from
state, government.
One reason for the lack of
response could be the ad's erroneous listing under "office
equipment."
San Quentin spokesman Bob
Means said the gas chamber Inspector is strictly a part-time job,
checking the chamber about
once every three months for
leaks and other possible malfunctions,
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GOP sure of
budget win in
House voting

by Lou Willn
staff reporter

STEPHAN LEARNED about leadership in ROTC,
which helps him as a resident adviser at Kohl Hall in
addition to his two military commitments.
So between the National Guard and RA hall duty, three
out of four weekends are spent at work.
"I love it, but... I have to complain to get by. It's not
the kind of thing I can do forever or I'll get burned out.
I'm like this because school is short, it's just a stint for
most people," he said.
He calls his schedule "a vicious cycle," because he
complains about a task while he does it, but then looks
forward to the next task. All this is on top of his class
load.
Stephan said he has to keep reminding himself he came
to the University to do well in class. Helias a 4.0 average
for military courses and a 3.3 accumulative grade-point
average.
His nigh school teachers would not have bet on Stephan
to be where he is today.
"I was quite a cad, he said.
He had a 1.6 average in high school, missed class a lot,
was voted class clown and told by his high school
counselor that he would not amount to anything, Stephan
said.
That remark bothered him, but Stephan's problem was
that he was bored, he said.
"The material was so easy. I just didn't have the
patience to humor a teacher, so I humored myself," he
said.

weather
Partly cloudy. High in
the mid 70s, low in the
low 50s. 60 percent
chance of rain.

Students who have not completed
two years of algebra and one year of
geometry must pass a competency
test of the mathematics department
showing proficiency in math skills
before advancing to sophomore standing.

A working document for the implementation of a University articulation
report was presented yesterday to
area high school administrators at a
special forum at the Alumni Center.
The report, written by a special
"THE SUBCOMMITTEE generally
Academic Council subcommittee, agreed that competence in writing
states students should be required to and reading is necessary for successtake a placement test administered ful achievement in any area of Bowlby the Department of English before ing Green," Dr. Sandra Packard,
entering the University. English 111 dean of the College of Education and
must be completed before advancing chair of the subcommittee, said. "But
to sophomore standing or the student competence in math in the University
will be considered for dismissal.
level may not be necessary for every
Students also must show compe- major area."
tency on a required reading test,
Students who do not demonstrate
taken upon entrance to the Univer- competence will be considered for
sity, before advancing to sophomore dismissal, but a one-year grace pestanding.
riod may be considered for majors
Students who do notpass the test or with a tight professional curriculum.
complete Education Curriculum and
Considerations will be made for
Instruction 100 will be considered for individuals with learning disabilities
dismissal from the University.
or handicapping conditions.
Foreign students will have one addiAlso, transfer students must meet
tional term to complete these require- these requirements before advancing
ments.
to the next academic standing one

year after entrance to the University.
A second state commission for articulation, appointed by the Ohio
Board of Regents and the Ohio Department of Education, will develop
articulation statements for social
studies, languages and sciences,
Packard said.
THE AREA high school representatives raised several concerns, such
the fall 1984 implementation deadline,
varying University articulation requirements that will have to be considered early in the high school career
and criteria for dismissal.
Packard said the subcommittee believed it was necessary to communicate with secondary schools
concerning articulation, and changes
may be made with consideration of
yesterday's discussion.
Dr. John Eriksen, acting provost,
voiced concern over conditional or
unconditional enrollment, as outlined
in the Board of Regents request for
articulation.
"Conditional, unconditional tends to
label the students and cast certain
dispersion on the high school prepara-

man, also agreed with a statement
that on the day Hinckley shot Reagan
and three others he was "like a
freight train on a track with no
brakes."
"I'm saying he had some feeling
that getting rid of President Reagan
would help him get to Jodie Foster,"
Goldman said during cross examination by prosecutor Roger Adelman.
THE REASON for Hinckley's absence from the courtroom was not
stated officially, but two sources said
Hinckley was not ill and simply didn't

want to be in court.
The sources, who asked that their
names not be used, said Hinckley was
so upset yesterday morning he did not
even want to get dressed. There was
no indication whether Hinckley had
advance knowledge of what Goldman,
a defense witness, would say on the
witness stand.
In the courtroom, a TV camera was
pointed at the witness chair, occupied
tor the third day by Goldman.
Goldman said he now believes
Hinckley lied to him when describing
some of the events of March 30, 1961

THE REAGAN administration,
meanwhile, stepped up its lobbying
tor ine uur DUdget, witn Treasury
Secretary Donald Regan declaring
the two other plans are mandates for
"massive tax increases" that
threaten the 10 percent personal tax
cut scheduled for July 1983.
Under rules governing debate on
the competing spending plans, each
will be voted on. The last one to
receive a majority will be subject to a
final, ratifying vote by the full House.
The Reagan-backed budget called
for a $28 billion military reduction
over three years, as well as $95 billion
in higher taxes and $76 billion in nondefense spending cuts, Medicare included. The result would be a deficit
of $102.6 billion in 1983, declining to
$52.2 billion in 1965.
The competing Democratic plan
called for higher tax increases, $147
billion, and a sharper defense cutback, $47.4 billion, to go with smaller
cuts in domestic programs that totaled $28.5 billion. The deficits were
calculated at $103.9 billion next year,
declining to $34.7 billion in 1985.

tion that the student has haa," Eriksen said. "We also feel a student may
be very capable, very bright and be
prepared in most ways for the University, but might be lacking a given
course, and then such a student would
be labeled a conditional admission."
WITHOUT THE conditional admission, the articulation report "tends to
not place an emphasis on the quantitative aspect but the qualitative
things that the student has completed
in high school."
John Martin, Director of Admissions, said the articulation report is
necessary, despite some questions in
the report that need answers.
He told the high school representatives he believed high school seniors
have been leaving high schools withA revenue pinch has forced Repubout proper college preparation.
"In my opinion, an articulation lican gubernatorial candidate Seth
report is a bold step and necessary to Taft to scale down his plans to mount
Cut the courses in place for people to a major television advertising campaign in the final weeks before the
ike," Martin said.
Martin added the Office of Admis- primary.
sions will be involved actively in Taft spokesman Mike Salster said
dispersing information on articula- yesterday the campaign had orginally
intended to run ads in all of the state's
tion to secondary schools.
major markets but will instead focus
only on Cleveland, Columbus and
Cincinnati.
Salster said the campaign plans to
spend $156,000 on the ads, which are to
when he shot Reagan.
begin Friday.
The psychiatrist said he does not "I hate to admit it, but we're going
believe Hinckley randomly loaded six to be outspent by Van Meter," he said.
exploding bullets in his .22-caliber "Given our money and where we need
pistol, leaving 37 regular bullets in his to reach voters, well have to reach
room.
the three major markets."
State Sen. Thomas Van Meter, a
And, Goldman added, Hinckley was GOP opponent, intends to spend beeither confused or lied when he told tween $200,000 and $300,000 on his
Goldman he had taken a handful of advertising in the final stretch of the
regular bullets along with him to the campaign, according to a Van Meter
spokesman.
Washington Hilton hotel.
It was the fourth and most prolonged absence of Hinckley from the SALSTER SAID the Taft campaign
court.
see POLITICS page 4

Hinckley boycotts trial while psychiatrist testifies
WASHINGTON (AP) - After weeks
of cringing under testimony designed
to portray him as insane, suicidaland
childishly in love, John Hinckley boycotted his own trial yesterday as a
psychiatrist testified teen-age actress
Jodie Foster represented a "mother
figure" to the 26-year-old defendant.
If Hinckley was watching on television, he heard the psychiatrist say
he perceived of Foster as a figure who
would protect and love him and President Ronald Reagan was an obstacle
"denying him access" to her.
The psychiatrist, Dr. Thomas Gold-

THE THREE PLANS have deficits
for the new fiscal year ranging from
just below $100 billion to a few billion
dollars above, and all call for varying
amounts of tax increases and spending cuts in the administration s defense buildup and hundreds of benefit
and domestic programs.
Despite his confidence, Michel conceded he faced his sternest test on
Medicare, where the GOP plan calls
for $23.3 billion in cuts over three
years. "Medicare is the weakest link
in our proposition but not actually
fatal," he said.
Several Democrats had amendments prepared to restore some of the
cuts, and it was not clear whether
Michel had the votes to defeat them.
But whatever the outcome, the cuts
posed a threat to his efforts to pass the
Reagan-backed budget. Any increase
in Medicare could anger conservative
Democrats who like the plan the way
it is. Failure to add the funds could
drive away moderate Republicans on
whom Michel also is counting.
Several amendments also were preeired to increase or reduce the miliry budget.

Taft reduces
TV advertising
for campaign
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Balancing budget
a deficit promise
Jimmy Carter promised that if elected president, he would
balance the federal budget. He left office with the highest total
budget deficit of any president.
Ronald Reagan promised that if elected president, he would
balance the federal budget. If current budget deficit projections
hold, he can be assured of beating Carter again. And in less than
three years - certainly a record breaking performance.
Right now, the House of Representatives is tossing around seven
different budget proposals for fiscal 1983, which begins October 1.
This comes after the Senate struggled for months to put together its
budget, complete with a $116.8 billion deficit. (This deficit does not
include $21.2 billion in projected revenues created by raising taxes.
Don't ask which taxes, the Senate wasn't sure).
The sticking points preventing a consensus on 1983's budget are
obvious. The problems are the administration's objectives of
increasing military spending and protecting the third phase of the
Kemp-Roth tax cuts. In the Reagan scenario, social programs are
where the waste is, and by zealously protecting tax cuts and
military expenditures, this is where the cuts must come. With this
being an election year, cuts in popular social programs like Social
Security and education will not receive much support.
So, we will eventually get a budget which is over $100 billion in the
red. What this does to the Reagan's depression is not hard to divine.
The economic community will not be flushed with confidence for
the next twelve months as the government continues to drain
available capital by borrowing, preventing interests rates from
dropping back down to acceptable levels. We already know what
two years of high interest rates can do to the economy; a third will
devastate many of those who previously thought themselves
immune.
And where is the president during all this budget battling? Out
communicating to the American people, trying to get their support
one more time to stick by his economic program.
During the 1980 election campaign, John Anderson observed that
the only way to balance the budget, cut taxes and increase military
spending was by using mirrors. Reagan's funhouse variety are
about to shatter.

Culture creates heroes from killers
In the May 21 issue of the BG News,
Jeff Mondak offered a critique of a
workshop I presented, "The Culture
of Sex Crime." The stated intention of
his critique was to analyze flaws in
the news article reporting on that

Focus
by Jane Caputi

workshop. However, Mondak makes a
few errors of his own for by the end of
the commentary it is my methodology, intelligence and integrity that
are indicted, not those of the newspaper article.
One factor should be made clear.
Mondak was not in attendance at the
workshop nor did he speak to me or
any of the audience before making up
his mind. We are told that he is a prelaw major, but even a familiarity with
Perry Mason would tell us that Mondak 's case is based primarily on hearsay and should therefore be tossed out
of court.
I will, however, take this opportunity to briefly address some of the
errors in both the news article and
Mondak's critique. The workshop was
based upon the research for my doctoral dissertation which I am now
writing. The basic approach of my
study was suggested by a comment by
the British writer, Colin Wilson. In his
discussion of the 1888 crimes of Jack
the Ripper, Wilson noted that these
crimes were not originally understood
as a "series of sex crimes because
they were the first of their type."
Although there had been some scattered, antecedent crimes, Wilson argues that "it nevertheless remains
fundamentally true to say that Jack
the Ripper inaugurated the age of sex
crime. The intention of my dissertation is to explore the manifestations of
this new type of crime and to evaluate
the designation of the modern period
as an "age of sex crime."
WHAT JACK THE RIPPER did
was to kill five prostitutes within a
square mile in Whitechapel during
three months in 1888. He did not rape
his victims; rather, he mutilated their
bodies. As many as twenty murders
have been attributed to Jack the Ripper. What such distortion indicates is
not hysteria or hyperbole, but another
sort of extreme reaction - emulation.

A historian of Scotland Yard wrote
that a similar murder in 1889 was not
actually the work of the Ripper, but
"was one of the imitative crimes so
often committed after a series of
crimes has deeply impressed the public mind." Neither that impression
nor imitation has faded with time.
The Ripper has come to function as a
prototype, the symbolic leader of a
school of crime that includes such
famous killers as the Dusseldorf Ripper, Jack the Stripper, the Boston
Strangler, the Son of Sam, the Michigan Murderer, Ted Bundy, the Hillside Strangler and the Yorkshire
Ripper. It is a matter of historical
record that some of these criminals
consciously imitated the highly publicized and mythicized crimes of the
original Ripper. The others, consciously or not, enacted the well-established Ripper formula: the single
killer around whom a mystique
forms, a ritual style of murder, a
particular type of victim, a specific
region that is systematically terrorized and the sensationalist publicity.
This is the factor of "emulation" I
referred to in the workshop.
ANOTHER POINT that must be
clarified is that, by and large, such
mass sex killers have not been rapists. What Jack the Ripper did was to
mutilate his victims. The Son of Sam
terrorized New York City in 1977 by
shooting random victims; yet each
has been designated as a sex killer.
What this reveals is that the essentially modem element of sex crime is
the pure equation of sex and violence.
Violence is the "sex" in these sex
crimes - that and the characteristic
sex of attacker and victim, respectively male and female. I have never
claimed that "rape was equal to mass
murder:" frankly, I was not talking
primarily about rape at all.
A third area of concern is my contention that such man have been
celebrated and heroized in the mass
media. Extensive research reveals
that in all branches of culture, from
the New York Review of Books to
Hustler, from rock and roll to opera,
from formulaic throw-away thrillers
to highly acclaimed novels, a tendency toward heroization is evidenced. Charles McCabe, a regular
columnist for the .San Francisco
Chronicle, dedicated a column to the
Ripper, "that great hero of my youth,
that skilled human butcher who did

all his work on alcoholic whores."
Mick Jaeger sings a paeon to the
Boston Strangler in the Rolling
Stones' "Midnight Rambler." George
Stade, a professor of English at Columbia University, has recently written a widely reviewed and approved
novel, Confessions of a Lady-Killer, in
which the protagonist claims, "I am
the hero or villain of the narrative to
follow, depending on whether you are
a feminist of a human being. He is
not being facetious. Furthermore,
denying humanity to a designated
enemy is the first and necessary
rationalization for mass murder.
NO, I DO NOT AVER that all men do
or should hold up such figures as their
heroes. Believe it or not, I am not the
one who is making that claim; your
culture is. Consider tbe ambivalent
relation between hero and villain
manifested in our 19th century outlaw-heroes such as Billy the Kid and
Jesse James. As children we are
asked to idealize the gunfighter, Indian slayer, hunter, the man of war killers all. Eliminate those who are
culturally renowned as "saints," and
you will find that most of our cultural
heroes, particularly the fictional or
legendary ones, in some way or another exemplify and celebrate the fine
arts of violence and death. And before
you wholly reject the notion of the
rapist hero, turn your television dial
any weekday at 3:00 p.m. to the most
popular soap opera on the air, General Hospital Tune in particularly to
Luke Spencer, acknowledged rapist,
but still the most glamorous star of
the soaps - and his victim even fell in
love with him. Granted, these are
characters, not real people, but it is
from such symbolic ana popular enactments of social relations that both
women and men learn and internalize
this culture's sexual ideology.

Quote: "You gotta' treat 'em
rough."
After knocking off a couple of bimbos,
the Hillside Strangler likes to kick
back and relax with Doer's Lite Label.
So-called jokes should be taken
most seriously.
The implied message is that these
men are the men of action, tbe
"doers" of what others only fantasize.
This itself is a recurring theme. A
grolific and popular writer. Shane
tevens, has this to say in his latest
thriller about a mass sexual murderer, By Reason of Insanity:
He couldn't help thinking what
Bishop would do to her body, those
breasts, that abdomen. He shuddered.
But was Bishop really so different?
He himself hadoften thought of killing
women, especially in his more youthful years, of torturing them and making them suffer. But that was Just
fantasy. Just typical male fantasizing. Wasn't it?
Be sure to note that it is a man who
is making that statement.

IT ALWAYS DISTURBS ME that
when women point out the truth on
issues of sex crime, men frequently
respond as if they are being attacked.
A friend recently reminded me that
this reaction comes, in part, from a
justified disdain at being stereotyped,
I.e., "all men are like that. But
consider also another process - one of
reversal - at work here. It is not, by
and large, women who attack men.
Rather, we are pointing out that there
is an entire species of crime in which
some members of the male sex regularly attack members of the female
sex.
By no means do I wish to suggest
that all men want to emulate Jack the
A FAR LESS SUBTLE celebration Ripper, Luke Spencer, or any other
of the celebrity sex criminal can be such sex criminals or characters; I
found, not surprisingly, in Hustler, don't particularly want to wake up
the thirty-seventh best selling mag- one morning as Laura Baldwin, eiazine in the country. Hustler laughs ther. I am, however, pointing out that
about mass sexual murder, parodying there are sources in the culture that
the Hillside Strangler in this ad take- invoke us to do just that. What is
off of nationally advertised Dewers needed is an indictment and convicScotch:
tion of those social sources that continually ask us to internalize
Kenneth Bianchi
definitions of sex and self that are
Occupation: Hillside Strangler
abhorrent.
Latest Accomplishment: Cindy Lee
Jane Caputi is a doctoral candidate
Hudspeth, 20
in American Culture.

LETTERS
Only active protest
will stop acts of rape
Many letters to the editor have been
published lately about rape, other
acts of violence against women and
particularly about the recent Take
Back the Night activities on campus.
We are pleased to see that so many
people are openly discussing the subjects and we applaud particularly the
work done by members of Women for
Women to educate the community
about violence done to women and the
relationships between this violence
and other cultural phenomena.
We would like to respond to one
theme that runs through many of the
letters from both men and women
(including particularly one from Norman Heineman, who is one of Wood
County's Assistant Prosecutors - a
public official whose responsibilities
include dealing with rape in court):
the belief that few rapes occur, that
most of these few are not "real"
rapes, that fear of rape is therefore
unrealistic, and that protests against
rape are signs of paranoia.
Few rapes are reported, few reported rapists are arrested, few of
(hose arrested are prosecuted and few
of the prosecuted are convicted. As a
society we work very hard to pretend
that rape is not real. Talking about
subjects like rape is painful, particularly for victims. Living in tear is
painful. Living with guilt, even the
guilt of knowing that although one
hasn't raped one also hasn't done
anything to prevent rape, is painful.
So we try to pretend that rape doesn't
exist, that it isn't real, ana when we
are forced to confront the ugly reality
of rape we say that only "sick" people
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are raped or are the victims of rape. women's, was cut approximately
$4,500.
That is called scapegoating.
I totally agree with the Women for
Rape is a crime of violence. Men
rape women; in a few instances men Women's issues. Rape, which seems
also rape other men. One in every 3 or to be their main topic, is still a prob4 women in this country will be raped lem here on campus. But attacking all
males and greeks on campus is obin her lifetime.
Rape is a consequence of many viously not the answer. In fact, this
culturally approved ideas such as: seems to be an extreme way of handmale sexuality is active while female ling it. Rape is never going to be
sexuality is passive, men are more extinct, especially on our campus.
important than women and violence is Giving twenty people $12,500 is not the
an appropriate response to opposi- answer. I believe the police force is
tion. When we tell jokes, listen to better equipped to attack the dimusic, buy magazines, attend movies lemma of rape.
that condone violent relations beI am a poor college student, like
tween men and women, we help to
most everyone that attends BGSU. I
perpetuate these violent acts.
Rape will not stop until a significant even work to get spending money.
number of people agree with David And with rising fees in college, I look
Schiffer (Focus, 5/18/82) that rape is for simple and creative ways to make
real and that we will actively work to the almighty buck. That's why we're
stop the act of rape and those cultural here, right?! So to be creative and
phenomena that encourage rape.
make money, I'm thinking of forming
a small organization. In Fact, I think
we'll let our presence be known. We'll
Susan Arpad write a lot of letters and march
Popular Culture Department around a lot. If we're lucky, we can
Kathleen Campbell even get some money from the UniHome Economics Department versity!
Eleanor Roemer
Educational Foundations
and Inquiry Department
Barbara Austin
School of Journalism
Judith Treesberg
English Department
Lisa Syron
Philosophy Department
Vlcki Patraka
English Department
Joan Morgan
Center for Educational Options
Pat Remmlngton
Ethnic Studies Department
Thomas Attig
Philosophy Department
Joy Sldwell
School of Physical Education
and Recreation
Women's Studies
Executive Committee Members

Allocation recipients
need to Justify monies
I am writing in reference to our
university's General Fee Allocation
which was posted, a week or so ago, in
KBG News. According to the table,
Women for Women group, which
number approximately twenty members, asked for $20,000 to be allocated
to them. The result was only $12,500.
Twelve-thousand, five-hundred dollars of our students' money paid out to
twenty members of the Women for
Women group! Think about it. When
we all get our bills, it averages to
approximately 90 cents a student
from our General Fees bill. In fact,
the leader of the Women for Women
group receives approximately $4,000!
Also, intramurals, both men and

I hope now everyone is aware of
these figures and gets the point of my
letter. Now that the fees are allocated, I hope each organization is
closely watched in how they use their
money. I believe the University
should look at priorities!
Dirk Smith
203 Phi Kappa Psi

Intramural decision
defeats competition
Well, the intramural office has done
it once again. It seems they always
find some new and unusual way to
screw up the playoffs, and this
softball season has been no exception.
We finished our season this past
Wednesday, and with a sparkling
undefeated record, were confident
that this would be our year to go all
the way. While visions of
championship T-shirts danced in our
heads, we anxiously awaited our playoff-bid notification. But, much to our
amazement, it never came. Our captain called the IM office to find out
what was going on in regards to the
Silayoffs. It seems as though our undeeated record was not quite good
enough to put us into the playoffs.
Intramural officials had decided to
take only the team with a 4-0 record
and to bypass two other teams which
sported VH-l records. Their reasoning
was unusual, but typical of our BG
intramural system - ties count as half
a loss (mind you, not half a victory,
just half a loss.) This enabled them to
choose only one team for the playoffs,
thereby saving them the few extra
bucks that would have been needed to

pay the umpires had they allowed all
three undefeated teams to go to the
playoffs.
It seems rather ironic that the team
chosen to go to the playoffs never
Slaved either of the other top two
■ams, nor did they even play a team
that had a record above the .500 mark.
We thought that the whole idea behind
having playoffs was to find the best
team. Tne intramural office obviously
has a different idea as to the purpose
of the playoffs. Taking one team from
each division creates a quick and
uncomplicated playoff situation, but
not a very fair one.
If ties are not going to be permitted
to be played out, but rather simply
added into the final percentages as
half a loss, than the IM office should
see to it that all teams play the same
amount of games and get the opportunity to play all the teams in their
division. This is the only way to insure
that the best team will go on to the
playoffs.
It's too bad that we did not have the
opportunity to play out our tie. The
winner of that game would have went
on to the playoffs, and we all would
have felt a little more confident that
the best team in our division was
being represented in the playoffs. We
have not lost sight of the fact that
games such as softball are to be

played for the fun of it. However,
being screwed out of a playoff bid
tends to take some fun out of any
game.

through the forgiveness which Christ
won upon the cross. The only difference between the non-Christian and
the Christian is that the Christian has
asked for and received his forgiveLaurie Winnicki ness.
444 McDonald West
I personally need no further eviMike Stump dence of the reality of Christ other
702 Offenhauer West than the changes I have observed in
And the rest of the BEST myself and others who have comof the WEST team. mitted their lives to Christ. The irony
of the situation is that one can only
this proof in its strongest form
Jed Smock and show receive
once he has taken the step of faith and
obscures the true way accepted Christ's forgiveness. No
amount of observing Mr. Smock will
Once again it is the season for Jed suffice; it is something that must
Smock to visit our campus, and, for a simply be done to be experienced.
brief period, the Union Oval will be
filled with a large number of spectaBrady Qlett
tors. Some will come to harass, some
733 Manvllle Ave.
will come to satisfy their curiosity
and others will come honestly seeking
RESPOND
an answer to questions of eternal
significance.
The BG News would like to print
It is to this latter group that I
comments regarding
address the following advice: do not your
something in The News or anything
be so adversely affected by the ac- of interest to the campus and
tions of one man that you miss en- community.
tirely what Jesus Christ truly has to
Address your comments to:
offer. He offers forgiveness of sins
and the promise of eternal life. Every
Editor
true Christian realizes that all have
The
BG News
sinned (Romans 3:23) and cannot be
106 University Hail
restored to union with God except
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University to break ground for Physical Science building
by Carol Schlro

By January 1984, University students could be seeing stars - and not
only at night.
Construction on the long-awaited
Physical Sciences building and planetarium begins Tuesday with a groundbreaking ceremony, George Postich,
vice-president of operations, said.
The $7,225 million structure will be
located in a parking area between the
Psychology Building and Overman
Hall. Also included in the plans are a
separate f 1.337 million animal laboratory to house experimental animals
for the Biology and Psychology Departments, and an observatory on the
roof of the Physical Science Building,
Bob McGeein, director of facilities
planning, said.
Skywalks, similar to the one between Prout Hall and the Student
Union, will Join Overman and the
chemical storage facility to the new
building. This is the fourth and final
new building in the Science Complex.
The only remaining step in completing the complex is the renovation of
Overman Hall, Postich said.

INCLUDED IN THE NEW building
will be 16 environment-controlled instrument rooms, 30 laboratories and
18 offices for faculty and staff. These
would be used primarily by the Chemistry Department, while physics will
benefit most from the astronomy
equipment, Dr. Robert Boughton,
chairman of physics and astronomy,
said.
"Besides the observatory and planetarium, we have room for a heliostat. This is a device which keeps itself
aimed at the sun, and will project an
image of the sun down-to the first
floor," Boughton said.
Physics will only nave three labs in
the new building. But after chemistry
moves out of Overman, that building
will be renovated to better accommodate the needs of geology and physics,
Boughton said.
The University has waited nearly 20
Sears to get the Physical Sciences
uilding since construction of the Science Complex began in 1965, Postich
explained.
When that whole complex was
started back in the sixties, an idea
was contained in the master plan that

To Ail those who have
helped us through the
Frazee Ave. Apt. Tragedy,

there would be another building, and
that would be the Physical Sciences
building," Postich said. "But it never
got done. Once that fantastic growth
period stopped, that was the end of
it."
IN 1978, the University again considered going ahead with the plan.
The University submitted a plan for a
$9.5 million facility. The state granted
$4.5 million to the project. Construction originally was to be completed by
January, 1981.
"We started plans then (1978) to try
to scale down our requirements to
about four-and-a-half million dollars,
and then there were all sorts of interruptions in between," Postich said.
"We were funded, and then the funding was stopped because, when we
went out for bids, they came in way
over that amount."
Usually, Postich added, it takes
about five years from the time a
building request goes through the
University Board of Trustees, the
Ohio Board of Regents, the state
legislature and the governor's office,
to the time it is usable.

Purcell's Bike Shop

feeling that it makes a lot of sense,
despite the hard times, to borrow the
money so it can be invested in jobs,"
Postich said. "Now, the governor just
felt that was absolutely necessary,
and I think the legislators shared that
feeling. A lot of us wondered, with the
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COOL DOWN WITH US

Fitness Trail Tours

Featuring Floats
Malts

Days: Monday through Friday
Time: 8:00 a.m. — 5:00 p.m.
or by appointment
Tour Guide: Kathy Kelly

Shakes Handdipped ice Cream Beverages

THE
GETAWAY
998 S. MAIN

131W. Wooster 352-6264

serious condition the state is in. 'How
could we go ahead and do all this
building?'
"But in their wisdom, they felt it
would be good, and here we are.
We're on our way."

<

Cones
Sundaes'

Skate on Our
New Roller Skates!
52.00 per hour

We Thank You!
You have all touched our
hearts in a very special way.
GOD BLESS YOU,
Jan Burns and
Julianne Hagmann

In the face of all the cutbacks the
state has been making in higher education funding, new construction pro(ects such as the Physical Sciences
luilding are seen as a possible boost
to the economy, Postich said.
"In our case, the governor has a
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Further information??
call 372-2711

SUMMER HOURS- OPEN TILL 10:30 I
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HELP WANTED

/

Stock
Reduction SALE
THURS-FRI-SAT

ENTIRE STOCK
SPRING - SUMMER

Wearing Apparel and accessories

25% to 50% OFF
open 9:30 to 5:30

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

o
o

BGSU Food Operations will be accepting student applications for Fall Semester, 1982,
employment. Interested individuals should
pick up a referral slip from Student Employment and apply in person at the dining operation of their choice: Commons Dining Hall Founders Dining Hall - Harshman Dining Hall Kreischer Dining Hall - McDonald Dining Hall Amani Snack Bar - Mid-Am Snack Bar University Union: Prout Dining Hall - Falcons Nest
Snack Bar - Catering-Second Floor.
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SUPPORT
WOOD LANE LEVY
1 MILL
FOR CONTINUED
COMPREHENSIVE
SERVICES

*

Blazers
Skirts
Outerwear I
Polo Style Knits
Slacks
Dresses
Sweaters

^if#

FOR WOOD COUNTY RESIDENTS
WITH MENTAL RETARDATION AND
DEVELOPMENTAL
fc«

AND

OTHER

DISABILITIES

HANDICAPPING

\

**&■

CONDITIONS.
Wood County Voters: As honorary chairman of the Levy
Campaign, 1982,1 urge you to support the 1 mill levy with a
YES vote. Wood Lane must Continue to provide the comprehensive services so necessary to the life of those individuals who are mentally retarded.
Scott Hamilton
Honorary Chairman
Men's World Champion Figure Skater

Political Advertisement paid for by Wood County Association for Retarded
Citizens Elbert Hill, Chairman, 9588 Millcroft Rd. Perrysburg, OH
43551

Suits
Sports Coats
Slacks
Shirts
Outerwear
Sweaters

PRshrer's-Ckdieox
Downtown On The 4 Corners
Ption* 352-0204
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LEASING FOR FALL 1982
FRAZEE AVENUE APTS.
818,624,656,670 Frazee Ave.
featuring:
2 bedroom furn apts.
2 baths

Close to Campus

Politics

ROTC^

. . . from Page 1
Stephan felt challenged
for the first time when he
went to the National
Guard. "But it didn't
brainwash me," he said.
"When I go home, I hang
around with the same kids
I hung around with in high
school. They think I'm different."
Stephan said he still is
the same person who likes
practical jokes, but now he
Is "more strategic" about

MAURER-GREEN
RENTALS
224 E. WOOSTER
352-0717

. . . from Page 1

when he plays them.
"The army taught me
when to goo! around and
when not to ... There's a
time and a place for everything," he said. "I'm glad I
learned that lesson before I
came to college, because I
could have screwed up easily.
"When I work, I work
hard. When I play, I play
hard," Stephan said.
LAST SUMMER. Ste-

Meadowview Court
Apartments
214 Napoleon Rd., Bowling Green
Phone:352-1195
SPECIAL RATES
ON FALL LEASES, 1982

Furnished or Unfurnished
Hours: Mon.—Fri. 9—12 & 1—5
Efficiencies:
2 Bedrooms:
Unfurnished: $200 Unfurnished: S265
Furnished: $225
Furnished: $285
Landlord Pays
Landlord Pays Gas Heat
All Utilities
Resident Pays Electric Lights
* Laundry facilities available * Gas heat
* Swimming pool * Party room
* Game room * Sauna
All Residents are Granted the Privilege of a Membership
to the Cherrywood Health Spa
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In January, Stephan won
the George C. Marshall
ROTC Award, presented to
the most outstanding cadet
at the University.
Military duty is a satisfying end in itself now. Stephan talks about it as his
own release.

YOUR CAREER
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phan was working hard
and hardly playing when
he placed first among 1,600
ROTC cadets in a national
advanced camp in Fort
Lewis, Wash. Stephan was
evaluated in five categories: skills - knowledge of
weapons and tactics; performance as a follower and
platoon leader; tactical
exercises; physical fitness; and land navigation.

II

"It gets me away from
the books. I can play soldier for or.e weekend out of
each month (for the National Guard)," he said.
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Stephan will be commissioned as a 2nd lieutenant
in the Ohio National Guard
in June. He hopes to graduate in the summer or fall
of 1983.

had hoped to have $1.2 million to spend in the primary, but to date only has
raised about $500,000, "certainly a shortfall."
"We have had an ambitious program," Taft said.
"We simply haven't raised
as much as I would have
liked to have raised."
The former Cuyahoga
County commissioner
made his remarks after a
Columbus press conference, in which he outlined
his plan to create state-local committees for economic development in
Ohio's eight largest cities.
Earlier, Taft and his running mate, state devel-

in

LONDON (AP) - The
biggest security operation
in British history is being
mounted to protect Pope
John Paul II, who faces
demonstrations by Protestant extremists vowing to
disrupt the first papal visit
to Great Britain.
A spokesman for Scotland Yard said yesterday

Stay Friday & Saturday-Sunday FREE!
Stay Saturday-Sunday 50% OFF!
Stay Sunday 25% OFF!
Includes breakfast on Monday
for each Registered Guest

The BG News
Fri., June4
With a Graduation Scroll

(MUOncw

HURRY DON'T MISS OUT! ~~)

Across from Harshman Dorm

assassination attempts in
(list over a year. Scotland
'ard is planning to have
more than 7,000 police officers on duty in London
alone.
Authorities in Glasgow
announced details yesterday of what they said
would be Scotland's biggest police operation when
the pope visits Tuesday.
The said all leaves for the
Pope John Paul, who ar- 7,000-man Strathclyde porives tomorrow for a six- lice force have been
day visit, has survived two canceled for that day.

352-4671

COUPON

FREE PIZZA

Buy any large pizza and get one
medium pizza with the same number
of items — FREE

HHIRSIYUnG&s

This Coupon Good
for
*5.00 OFF

Any Pairrter Pants

ONLY $5.00!

Buy any medium pizza and gel one

small pizza with the same number
of items — FREE

203 North fflaln

■

*4.00 OFF L0€ Cut off Shorts

Open 4 p.m.

June 7,1982

at

Jeans 'N' Things

■

MINI MALL BEAUTY SALON
190 S. MAIN ST.
352 7658

PHONE 352-5166
One coupon Per Pizza — NO DELIVERY This Special

531 Ridge St.

Lrr:

The most
professional
eyeglass fitting
and service
you can buy,
anywhere...
at any price.
' ** FRAMES AND LENSES FROM THE FINEST AVAILABLE
SOURCES — Comparable to those of the mini eipenaive ahopa in ih.
Toledo area.
" UNLIMITED SELECTION OF FRAME STYLES AT THE SAME
PRICE - over 1000 lo ehooae from

NOT }59Z NOT *&#« NOT *9&°
AT BURLINGTON

$0088

1/1088

SINGLE VISION LENS & FRAME*

BIFOCAL LENS & FRAME*

29

49

Tinted, plmitic over site out of Hock lenses priced higher.

39

88 FOR SOFT CONTACT
LENSES. Care kit and
profeaaional fee not
included.

"We've (now) basically
fot one retired colonel,"
aft said, "and that's not
enough. Our effort has
been inadequate."

the security operation for
the pope will surpass the
effort made for last July's
royal wedding of Prince
Charles and Lady Diana.
Scotland Yard Commander Douglas Cree explained that extra security
Is needed for the pope because he is attending ceremonies in so many
different places.

COLUMBUS(AP) - The
Ohio Supreme Court has
pulled the plug on "Draw
Poker" electronic video
games by ruling the machines are gambling devices.
Its decision came yesterday in a Franklin County
case filed by Mills-Jennings of Ohio Inc., which
'■> + ww<

WORLDWIDE
. ODOING

Limited Spaces
Available

Taft said one of his
priorities would be to grab
a greater share of federal
funds for Ohio by beefing
up the staff of its Washington lobby and increasing
its budget.

Court rules video games
to be gambling devices

Have Your Message Printed in Red

Wed.
DEADLINE: June 2

doing," Taft said. "Jim's
(Duerk's) department and
my plans are melding into
a single program. We're
going to concentrate on
jobs on the edge of technology."

England to protect pope

MEMORIAL WEEKEND
LODGING SPECIAL

Give Your Graduating
Friends A Special Message

opment director James
Duerk, made their pitch in
Cincinnati. Duerk said the
state-local committee plan
is a departure from Gov.
James Rhodes' concept
and is one of the few original proposals in the campaign.
DUERK ESTIMATED it
DUERK1
would cost less than $1
million a year to create the
committees but said
"funds spent in this area
are an investment." Taft
predicted the money could
be recouped in taxes on
new development in five to
seven years.
"I'm going to build on
what Jim Rhodes has been

had sought a declaration
that possession of the
games did not violate state
law or liquor control regulations.
The company also
wanted to prohibit the Department of Liquor Control
from seizing or confiscating the machines located in
various taverns in the
state.
A draw poker machine is
controlled by a computer
that takes the place of a
person who would otherwise serve as the dealer.
Players insert coins to
activate the device with
the purpose of the game to
get the best poker hand
possible. Winners are
awarded free replays.
THE FRANKLIN
COUNTY Common Pleas
Court ruled initially the
machines were amusement devices, not gambling devices. That
decision later was reversed by an appellate
court, a ruling the Supreme Court upheld.

LEASING FOR FALL 1982
FIELD MANOR APTS.
542-560 Frazee Ave.
Lower Units features:
2 bedroom furn. apts.
2 baths
BRAND NEW
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
MAURER—GREEN
RENTALS
224 E. WOOSTER
3520717
Now leasing for Fall 1982
SPECIAL RATES
UNTIL MAY 28,1982
ROCK LEDGE MANOR
850 Sixth St.at South College
2 bedroom turn apt.
2 full baths
cable vision-dishwasher
4x10 storage locker

EYES EXAMINED 81
M. KENNETH G. BAM*. O.D.

•Sl.»..r. rku (la*. - -400 lo
-200 C,I.
, aUMI CMMT CAtH fUCME

UVMOROOM
12 M'»ie«

Owner pays heat and water
$500.00 plus elec-month-4 man

BOGGS REAL ESTATE
call 352-3841 11-3 or 354-1120
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Fire and

Brimstone

Every spring he comes to the Union Oval, a
tradition celebrated like a holiday. Students cut their
afternoon classes to watch George "Jed" Smock as
he delivers his Bible-thumping oratory on the saving
grace of Jesus Christ.
There doesn't seem to be many who take him or
the slim, ranting figure of Sister Cindy Lasseter
seriously. In Smock's words, the road to heaven is a
rocky one and while many will be called, few will be
chosen.
Converting souls right away is an impossible task,
Jed said, so he is "planting the seeds" of faith
instead. Whether dozens will be converted is another
question;
it will be worthwhile if only one soul is
n
saved," Jed said.
"Those that bark the loudest at what I tell them
are the ones who are starting to question the lives
they are leading," he said, "f worry the most about
the people that pass us by without a word."

"I don't base my conclusions on sociological
studies, I don't place too much faith in them. Yet I do
get personal testimonies from students," he said.
"They admit to their sexual promiscuity and drug
use. And what does the media do but put programs
on the rampage of these things through the country,
programs the students take delight in.
"AND THE sociologists? What do they do but call
drunks alcoholics, fomification - promiscuity, adultery - open marriages. I'm using the biblical language, and it doesn't sound so pretty. But I have the
spirit of God behind me, convicting them, and that
bothers them."
Smock has opinions on a lot of things, opinions
which antagonize many people, and he is not afraid
to express them. While commending the Roman
Catholic Church for its firm stance against abortion
and birth control, he said he deplores much of their

"Those that bark the loudest at what I tell
them are the ones who are starting to
question the lives they are leading."
— Jed Smock
IN HIS MOTEL ROOM, Smock seems relaxed, in
contrast to the warbling minister at the Oval. Raised
a strict Methodist in Terra Haute, Ind., Smock said
he was baptised when he was 12 - what he called a
token gesture to please his parents, rather than a
sign of dedication to Jesus. A few years later at
Indiana State University, Smock said he abandoned
all faith in God to take up the drug and sex-oriented
life of the "ungodly" hippies.
"When I first startea smoking marijuana, I said
I'd never try LSD," he said. "A year passed, and I
started taking it. Then I said I'd never shoot up
heroin. Several years later I was to do so, right
before I committed myself to Jesus."
THE MAN WHO got his master's degree in U.S.
history, who wrote his thesis while high on the effects
of smoking seven straight joints, who taught social
studies at a junior high school and who bought an
apartment in Berkeley to be close to the drug scene
at that university, said he found his god in islamic
North Africa in 1972, following the example of an
Arab Christian who dared to preach to Americans
"hostile" to the message of Jesus.
"A lot of people define God as a god of love. But the
scriptures also teach that God is a consuming fire as
well. If I were to use one word to describe him, it
would be 'holy.' Holy, the median point where God's
love will meet his wrath, where his mercy shall meet
his justice. Holv - like the Holy Bible here."
SMOCK PICKED UP the well-worn book and
slapped it on a table. Too many people only want
Jesus as their Savior and not as their Lord, he said, a
Lord who has authority over them.
And while students may be offended by his comparing their dress and attitudes to that of whores and
whoremongers, Smock offered no apologies. The son
of a university professor, he has preached at over 250
college campuses during the past eight years, and he
said he knows college students well enough to
generalize that most of them are leading sinful lives.

doctrine as unbased in Scriptures.
Those who follow religions other than Christianity
will be held accountable to God, Smock said, because
they have not followed the law written by God in
every man's heart, which reveals these religions are
wrong.
AND WHILE HE called Martin Luther King, Jr. a
great orator, he criticized the late civil rights leader
for following the teachings of Mahatma Gandhi, the
Hindu advocate of nonviolent revolution, and said
King wrongly orchestrated a political revolution,
Instead of a spiritual revolution in the souls of white
racists.
"Jesus did not talk about human rights - he talked '
about human responsibilities," Smocx said, refusing
to comment on whether he thought King was in
heaven or hell. "If King had preached more of the
gospel, he would have been more persecuted than he
actually was."
Smock said he realizes a lot of people are offended
by these views, yet he is only fulfilling his duty as a
Christian to tell God's truth.
MANY OF THE STUDENTS who watch him at the
Oval accuse him of being primarily interested in
making a buck over preaching God's message, a
charge Smock vehemently denied, claiming he is
supported through private donations and donations
from the churches and Christian business organizations he has been invited to speak at. But there are
those who believe he is sincere, like nineteen-yearold computer science major Carolyn Hilliard.
"If you think about some of the things he said, like
about being holy, it makes a lot of sense. But the way
he says it, Hilliard said, shaking her head. "I'm a
member of the Gospel Choir and a week ago Kermetta Folmar was saying 90 percent of what Jed is
saying, like living a holy life - only she said it in a
way that made you want to to do it. The way Jed says
it, he just makes you want to sit and laugh at Jesus."

Smock often shares his past experience
the crowds that gainer to listen to him.

stlmonlas to his rebirth with

All tha massages that Smock shares are biblically
based.

Story by Linda Perez
Photos by Ron Hagler
A high-energy performance by George "Jed" Smock helps him make his message clear
to students on campuses acroea the country.
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SUMMER HOUSING
2 Bedroom Furnished
next to SamB's
352-1800
Evenings

352-4671
Days

Pick up Information Sheets
■I Best Western Falcon Plaza
Across from Harshman

ri

Vetter, Nichols chosen BG's top scholar athletes
Senior tennis player Bud
Vetter and senior swimmer Lauri Nichols have
been selected as Bowling
Green's male and female
scholar athletes of the
year.
Each of the 10 MidAmerican Conference

Corner of
«
Napoleon Rd. & South Main "A
352-8639

O

<3siDEW COOL YOUR KEGS
Buy 3 Get 1 Free 10lb. Bags of Ice

I
I
I

Must Present This Coupon

Large Selection of Import and Domestic Beer and Wine.
Sun ■ Thurs 9 00 a.m. • 11.00 p m.
Fri a Sat 9 00 a.m. • Mldmle

i.

I

schools has annually selected the student-athlete
jed to have performed
in both the classroom
and on the athletic front.
From 1965 through last
year only a male athlete
was selected, but this year
a female winner was also
chosen.
Vetter earned four varsity letters as a regular on
the Falcon tennis team. He
has played regularly in
both singles and doubles
for BG since his freshman
year.
IN THE SEASON that
just ended with last weekend's Mid-American Con-

ference championship,
Vetter had the Falcons'
best singles record, compiling a 16-7 mark at fifth
singles, and teamed with
partner Steve Beier to
have a 14-8 mark at second
doubles.
In the MAC
championship, Vetter won
two matches in singles
play, including an upset
victory over top-seeded
Eddie O'Korn of Ball State,
to reach the semi-finals
before dropping a three-set
match to Miami's Steve
Fisher. In doubles play,
Vetter and Beier won two
matches, including a win
over the second-seeded

team as selected by the
league coaches.
Junior pitcher Roger
McDowell was a first team
selection, junior outfielder

SPECIAL SUMMER
RATES
{furnished 2 bedroom)

HAVEN HOUSE

PIEDMONT

>nly $5(K) 00 (or the
only S4(X) (X) (or the
enlire summer
entire -urrmer
Houses Efficiencies. & Rooms

CALL 352-9378
Rental Office Located Ai Hi,
\>'\\ Ctu'rrvwood Health Spn

O]

[SI
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Graduating Senior's Financial Advisory Series No

The Challenge:
I mproving You r Chances
Of Financial Success
B ancO hio is meeting the challenge
with financial advice for collegegraduates, now, and as your needs grow
in the future.
For businessmen and women, it
can mean assistance in the development of a business plan, advice on
start-up capital, money management
and investments.
For agribusiness specialists, it can
mean the benefit of advice from the
country's leading Agribusiness Banking Team.
For all, it's a relationship for life. An
invaluable referencecapableof opening doors and vouching for your financial stability.
Talk with the professional bankers
at BancOhio, before you start your
career.

leg on two victorious relay
teams.
A FOUR-YEAR letterwinner during which time
the Falcons won two
0 A I S W state
championships, won the
first-ever MAC women's
championship in 1981 and
finished second in this
Sear's MAC championship,
ichols holds one individual school record and was
a member of two recordholding BG relay teams.
At this year's MAC
championships, Nichols
finished third in the 200yard butterfly, fourth in
the 200 individual medley,
fourth in the 500 freestyle

and sixth in the 200 freestyle. She also swam legs
on BG's victorious 400 freestyle and 800 freestyle relay teams.
As a major in interpersonal communications, Nichols had compiled a 3.79
academic average coming
into this quarter.
"We are very pleased to
honor Bud and Lauri,"
University acting Athletic
Director Carole Huston
said. "They have contributed so much to Bowling
Green and have reached
such a high level of
achievement both scholastically and athletically."

Four Falcons named to All-MAC baseball team
Four members of the
1982 Bowling Green baseball team nave received
mention on the All-MidAmerican Conference

Myles Dairy Queen
434 E. Wooster

team from Western Michigan, to reach the finals
before bowing in three sets
to the number one seeded
team from Miami.
Vetter has a 3.65 academic average on a 4.00
scale, majoring in pre-law
in the University's school
of business.
Nichols concluded an
outstanding career at BG
by winning the Most Outstanding Senior Swimmer
award at the MAC
championship this year.
One of the Falcon captains
this year, she reached the
finals in five individual
events at the MAC
championship and swam a

At BancOhio, we're meeting your
financial challenges of the future,
today.

SMITH LED BG in hitting with a .352 batting
average. He had a team
high 56 hits in 159 at bats,
scored 28 runs and drove in
23. He had five doubles,
four triples and two hone
runs, and did not commit
an error, playing both left
and center field.
Morgan was second on
the team in batting behind
Smith with a .336 average.
shutouts this season, two of He had 42 nits in 125 at bats
them against MAC oppo- and led the Falcons in dounents. He blanked Miami bles with 11, home runs
on two hits and held Toledo with five and runs batted in
to five hits as the Falcons with 37.
edged the Rockets, 1-0 in
Headington concluded
eight innings.
his BG career with his
H.J. Smith was a second
team choice, and senior
first baseman Chuck Headington and sophomore designated hitter Rick
Morgan received honorable mention.
McDowell led BG's
pitching staff in victories
as he compiled a 5-4 record
with a 4.27 earned run average. He pitched three

BE A 1982 -83
MINI COURSE INSTRUCTOR
UAO Mini Coures are non-credit courses
offered throughout the year. They range
in topics from photography, to CPR, to
mixology to juggling, TO ANYTHING AND

EVERYTHING!
If you have an interesting hobby or
skill you'd like to teach, please call:
JIM NAKAGAWA: 372-2343.

[GOOD JOB ALPHA PHIS?

at
SIGMA CHI DERBY DAYS

Get BancOhio's
Graduate Package!
• 90 Days of No-ServiceCharge Checking
• A FREE AnytimeBank® card
for 24-hour banking
convenience
• MasterCard account with a
$500 credit limit
Otter good now through July 31 1982' Eligibility
(or the $500 MasterCard credit line is contingent
upon proof ot a full-time permanent |Ob and
credit approval Applicants should provide a
letter verifying employment or the name, telephone number and address ot the company and
the hiring personnel officer

most productive season
ever. He hit for a .330 average on 30 hits in 91 at bats.
He shared the team lead in
runs scored with 28 along
with Smith and Morgan.
Defensively, Headington
committed just two errors
in 161 chances for a .968
fielding average.
Eastern Michigan,
which won the MAC playoffs last weekend for the
second season in a row and
will be representing the
league in the NCAA tournament, placed four players on the first team,
including first baseman
Scott Kemp, third baseman Jim Ri'>gs, and outfielders Jim Irwin and
Greg Howe.
Joining the four Hurons
and McDowell on the first
team are Central Michigan
second baseman Chris
Doyle, Toledo shortstop
Tim Kubacki, Kent State
catcher Kelly Meneer,
Kent State outfielder
Randy Bockus, Western
Michigan designated hitter
Paul Schneider, Toledo
pitcher Ric Maroney,
western Michigan pitcher
Buster Sunde and Ohio
University pitcher Doug
Stackhouse.

Derby Darling
Cheryl Shaffer
1st Place Spirit!
2nd Place in the Games!

SPECIAL
PRICES
ON
SPRING
SPORTS
AWARDS
&
TROPHIES
WHILE

supplies

BUCKEYE
TROPHY
CO
Potiwoy Ploio
Shopping Center
MAUMEE. OHIO

893-8256.

Pizza ion
Nothing
tops my
Sicilian Topper.
It atarls with the crust-tender and thick, made
from special Sicilian dough. Then Iff ■mothered
with sauce, toppings and cheese. And then we
cover It all with even more cheese to seal in the
robust flavor.
Our thick crust, super tasty Sicilian Topper.
One more outstanding, out-of-thls world reason
why for pizza out It's Pizza Inn.

■ Bsjy otw ptiia. eajt the —art

•4M.

■ race
■ aay**_._.—■..».._
aaaaa
FatEE. Bay
Oriaaui Thai *.—.
Crast or StcaUaa Topper
pUu and set A* neat saseaer HUM style pin. with
eaaal »—bu olInpseni. FREE. PraaaM thai co-pot.
wtth gaaat check. Nat valid aMi aay other oatr.

Expiration: 6-10-82 BG

VlzLAinn.
■ a.-*»_-,.
MEMBER FDtC
C 19*2 BancOhio
Corporator!
imarfc
BancOhio Corporation

I

$S.M, $2.M. tar tl.M

.'
I
I
a

n._. aay
_-.. Orajhul
rw^—.1 TVI_
Bay
Thai /-—.
Crast _
or «Stciltan Tapper puza.
and fet 13.00 oft a large, tz.OO of a medium, or 11.00
of a smalt alae plan. Present dial coupon with guest
check Not vaHd with any other oCar.

I Expiration: 6-10-82 BG

I!

|fam inn.

l|.
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Watson hopes cold makes him hot
when Memorial Golf Tourney opens
DUBLIN, Ohio (AP) Tom Watson has a cold,
which can spell trouble for
the rest of the select international field playing in
the (400,000 Memorial Golf
Tournament opening
Thursday.
"I can't even taste this.
My cold is so bad," Watson
said of a chocolate milkshake he was nursing in
the Muirfield Village clubhouse.
"I will try to be like
Byron Nelson," said a
laughing Watson. "Whenever he claimed he was
sick he won going away."
The 32-year-old Watson
says his game is fast approaching its zenith years
oi 1977-80 when he was
named the PGA Player of
the Year each season. He
has won twice in 1962 and
ranked second in seasonal
money winnings behind
Craig Stadler.
And this par-72. 7.116yard layout Jack Nicklaus
designed and built eight
years ago is one of Watson's favorites. He is the
most consistent of the players in this 7-year-old touranment, with one victory
and four finishes in the top
three in five appearances.
Watson, in fact, likes his
chances of becoming the
first two-time winner in the
Memorial.
"Yeah, I like them. I'm
driving the ball well. I'm
putting very well. My
game's good. Of course, I
wouldn't tell you if I didn't
think I could win," he said.
Watson believes his
game is nearly where it

was in his four glory years
Portions of the final
"I was too tight in the and that really helped my
- years that produced a shoulders and too tight confidence. I made it work
rounds Saturday and Suncombined 20 with my grip. I relaxed, four rounds in Atlanta," he
day will be carried by CBSchampionships and win- made my swing smoother said.
nings of almost $1.7 million.
"My long swings are
very good now, but my
short iron game is not what
it was then. It's not very
good," he said.
Watson agrees with
A*
Nicklaus that the tournament record of 8-under-par
280 David Graham shot in
1980 should be beaten if the
$25 individual
$45 family
weather is good.
DAILY ADMISSION
"They've had a lot of
rain here in the last week.
$2.00aduris
$100children under 12
That makes this course
Located
one
mile south of
easier. The harder the
Bowling Green on St. Rt. 25
fairways are the tougher
this course plays," he said.
across from Portage Drive In
Nicklaus calls this the
Fraternity,
Sorority
and
Group
Parties Welcome
best field ever for the Memorial. The 105 players
match the highest number
of invitees. The first 56
money winners this year,
SPECIAL NOTICE
all of the 1962 tournament
JOUR 300
victors and the six former
Memorial champions are
ALL STUDENTS who wish to take JOUR 300:
stalking the first prize of
(63,000.
In the field are defending
ALL STUDENTS who wish to take JOUR 300: Journalistic Writing during the
champion Keith Fergus,
1982 Summer Session Must complete a closed-course card in the School of Jourwinner last week at Atnalism office no later than Tuesday, June 1. This requirement included anyone who
lanta; Stadler, the reignhas already submitted his or her summer registration to the Office of Registration
ing Masters champion;
Tom Kite, Jerry Pate.
and Records. No registrations in the JOUR 300 course for summer are valid until
Gary Player, Arnold
approved by the School of Journalism. Minimum requirements include completion
Palmer and even Sam
of ENG 112, passing of the School of Journalism English proficiency test, satisfacSnead, who turns 70 Thurstory completion of JOUR 103 or 105, and an overall GPA of 2.7 or better. First
day.
preference is given to School of Journalism majors. For more information, check
with the School of Journalism office.
Fergus, whose first victory came here last year,
admits he relaxed to shake
a slump with his playoff
triumph over Ray Floyd in
Atlanta.

WINTHROP APTS.
Low Rates

Office Located at 400 Napoleon Rd.
Open 8:30 till 5:00 Mon-Fri.
phone 352.9135

at the gate NOW!

Swimming Pools
Laundramats

Air
Conditioning

X

Graduate
Students
Rml21
McFall Center

*

103 N. Prospect at Wooster
PHONE: 3541810
1380 4th Street
Perrysburg
PHONE: 666 9833
•BRING IN THIS
ADVERTISEMENT AND RECEIVE
A 10% DISCOUNT ON YOUR
TRUCK RENTAL

Undergraduate
Students
Rm 110
Administration

Otff EXPIRES JULV 10. 1982

$ 1 OFF COUPON j

SONG CHAIRMAN
Jerry Sprague
ATHLETICS
Brenl Skllllngs
ACTIVITIES
Dave Holston
COMMUNICATIONS
Edwin Janoch
SCHOLARSHIP
Ron Joreiowta
IFC REP.
Cralg Dodds
UL SIS ADVISOR
Dave Holston
HISTORIAN
Edwin Janoch
HOUSE MANAGER
Dave Holston
SERGEANT AT-ARMS Mark Chenetski
CHAPLAIN
Paul Hevtnk

I

1

BRING IN YOUR
COLLEGE I.D.
AND GET IN FREE!

On Any Regular Priced Albums, |
Pre-recorded Tapes, or Custom T-Shirts i
This Coupon is Good For $1.00 Off Each |
Item Per Purchase
Buy 1 LP--Save $1. Buy 5 LP's-Save $5, etc

128 N. Main Si.

E wooster

! Harrs°hman0m

ATHLETE OF THE YEAR Mark Saksa
BETA BROTHERHOOD AWARD 1981-82 Mark Swider
MOST OUTSTANDING PLEDGES Fall 81 Don Baher Winter 82 Barry Urban

„

_ .

.

,

On bale items excluded from This Offer
GOOD THRU JUNE 15, 1982

PUT
YOUR HUNTINGTON
ACCOUNTS ON ICE
FOR THE SUMMER
Just because spring quarter is ending, don't close out
your student checking account or your Huntington savings account.

»

ajgM

We will keep your account open all through the summer
months. Simply leave $5 on deposit in the account and
there will be no service charges for the summer
{May—Aug.).
STOP IN at our University Office on your way Downtown
before June 1, 1982, and there will be no need to open
bank accounts again when you return in the fall.

I JOHN Q STUOfMT

417 oa Tiro •>."
9»w O **+*

»
... SPECIALS AT THE BAR ALL
EVENING.. SPECIALS ...SPECIALS
SPECIALS ...SPECIALS

If you re 18 or over you can rent a Ryder truck to use locally or on a oneway
(rentithere. leave- it-there) trip to another city.
Compare costs before you make plans for moving at the end of the semester.
With a truck vou can take along you stereo. 10-speed, clothes, all your stuff,
and still have plenty of room for one or two other DeoDle and then thinas.
so vou can share the costs. Compare that to a plane ticket. Or even a bus.
Rent from the best-maintained, most dependable fleet in the world- Ryder.
The best truck money can rent.

i.

PRESIDENT
Joe Vlrd
VICE PRESIDENT
Dave Lure
ASST TREASURER
Cralg Dodds
PLEDGE TRAINER
Mark Cheneuki
SECRETARY
Edwin Janoch
HOUSE STEWARD
Dave Hawkins
SOCIAL CHAIRMAN
John WV.il,
TRADITIONS
Ron Joiefowla
BETA 500 CHAIRMAN Joe Penna
ASST 500 CHA1MAN Doug Lee
ALUMNI SECRETARY Brent Van Vooren

Malt Uafcmlrr

RENT A
RYDER TRUCK
Local Rental Locations:

BETA THETA PHI
Proudly Announces it's New Officers for
Summer - Fall 1982

»

Movin'out?

In person registration
June 1 - June 16

The Bowling Green
women's club rugby team
lost to Ohio State, 26-0, last
Saturday, at the Dayton
Tournament, in Dayton.
BG team member Lori
Letterhos said that OSU's
breakaway runners were
just too much for BG's
defense.
The women's rugby
team will play against
Alumni, June 5, at College
Park.

*m

*=*=

SUMMER SESSION 1982

COLLEGE
I.D.
♦
NIGHT

»

one and two bedrooms available
For Summer and Fall

JOIN PORTAGE QUARRY
THIS SUMMER!
PH*&1
Season Passes available

SPORTS BRIEFS.
The BGSU rueby team
split with Fort Wayne last
Saturday, losing the first
match f*-9 and then winning the nightcap 12-6.
In the first match Bowling Green took a 4-0 lead on
Brent Funk's interception
of a Fort Wayne pass
which he then ran in for a
try. Mike Harrington's
conversion put Bowling
Green on top 6-0. From
then on it was all Fort
Wayne as they scored
three tries and and a conversion to take the victory.
In the second match,
Dave Meyer put the Falcons on top with a try.
Steve Martin's conversion
kick gave BG a 6-0 lead.
Martin then added to BG's
point total with a try following a blocked Fort
Wayne kick. His conversion put the Falcons on top
to stay, 124.
"We've been plauged
with little nagging injuries
since the Notre Dame
match," stated BG coach
Bill Cotton. "This week
they (the injuries) all
caught up with us."
Despite the loss in the
first game, the Falcon ruggers still boast a 25-3 record for the spring season
and 39-4 record for the 8182 school year.
The Falcon ruggers will
play their final game of the
season a week from Saturday in the traditional
.alumni match.

FOR the best in PRICE
and SERVICE
Come Out TODAY

J

We would like to express our appreciation
for the opportunity to serve you during
the past acadomic year . . .
HAVE A GOOD SUMMER!

ff

Huntington

Banks

8 The BG News/Nay 27, 1982

CLASSIFIEDS

Cloariilrad rotaa or* 40c pv lir... »1. JO minimum. KXD TTPf 50c axlro pt>
od. Approximately 25 lo W apocM p*r Nn.
CAMTUt/CrtT IVIMI1 llitmga lor non-proill. publk Mrvka ocllvllk* will b.
IflMrlmJ OMCI lor fro* and ot regular rolM th.r«all.r
Dmjdllno lor all Hating* I* 2 ooyt b«lo<. publication ot 4:00 p.m. Friday at
4 p m it th. daodlm. for tho Tuotoay adllion.
Clotsiliod lormt or* availobl. ot lh« BO Maw* oftlc*. 10* Unlvarftlty Hall.

Attention Sonlort In Accounting t
Finance who w* be tailueling In
August 1982' B you have a 3 0 GPA
overall ft a 3 5 GPA in your major.
Owens Coming Fibergfes may be
nterested m interviewing you For
more information cal the Cooper
anve Education Oltice al 372-2451

LOST AND FOUND
FOUND-AI party Fn nita. 469-66 S
Surtirrat (Winthroc T*rr»e»K)re»n
•oman-8 natcoal c«« 3528149
AlSO-lo ma parion who borrowed'
two ot my CMMRM (Joornay » Joan
Jam I Know who you ara ltd ba a lot
**»*r tor you lo return mom. no
gueabont aaked. man lor me to come
altar you

Cathy. Gin. ft Marilyn.
Thanks tor being lun ft erary roommalas. Hair* fun navl yaarll Love
ye, M*rt*»i*.
__^

KEY FOUND AI STADIUM
RACOUETBAU COURTS
NEAR MAY IS 352 4966

ChMno'a. «».M. R*g. $1850
Palmer pants (all colors) 25'. oil
Denims. 30%. lee flap pocketa.
25% Off. JEANS-N-THINOS Carnar ol Ridge ft Thuralln

LOST GOLD INDIAN HEAD FUNG
PLEASE CALL 352 3969 REWARD
OFFERED

CHOCOLATE BROWNIES
BEST ON CAMPUS
IN THE UNION—BY JACK

lo.t m or near U. Hall. Hay 21.
•town Leather Cap. Please return
to Or. Richard Carpenter, Rm. 21 •
U. Hall.

CONGRATULATIONS' Phi Beta
Lambda new otfioera A Executive
board lor 1982-1983 school year
Preaidenl-Cnns Stewart. V-Pres Carol Riddle. Treasurer-Carol 8a
araan
Secretary Juke Moneer 1
board members include Sh**y Bui
lenberget. Janet Svns ft Diane Wesel

SERVICES OFFERED
ABORTIONS
1-24 week termination
Appointments Had*
7 0aye
Call TOLL FREE
1.800-321-0575

Congratulations to Lynn* Eaton.
Active of tho Month: Lynn Elcossoi.
Junior of the Tear: and Outstanding
Senior of the Y**r. Mary Ellen
Levah Lots of love from your
Gamma Phi Slaters

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
» A.H.
10:00 P.M.
1-«00-438-35S0

MEMORIAL WEEKEND
LODGING SPECIAL
BEST WESTERN FALCON PLAZA
SEE WED ft THURS DISPLAY
AO IN THE BO NEWS
FOR DETAILS. 152-4871

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE' Com
pulerured service Free mlo Write
Academic Financial Servicsa. Oepl
A-8 PO Box 2621. Athens, Oh
45701 (send your summer *ddr*sa)

TO THE PERSON WITH A BLUE CAR
DENTED OUTSIDE OF OFFENHAUERFRI Cal John at 352 1297

PERSONAL
randai pajMlfif] r. rimsyi ipeoM
but it « ospecioay nice when it's for
two people hke you Kimber ft B4I'
Congratulalions on your Alpha GamPhi Pat lavakerng The Alpha Gams
A

T-SHIRTS
T-SHIRTS
T-SHIRTS
Lowest prices-Fast delivery
Call Tim or Jim 353-7011

Dan Tanna-you should audition lor
VEGAS lal the Stadium), you sure
can scare those bards Lot 6 Love Ya'
No Dot
Attention first year MBA Student,
concentrating al Accounting A Flnance' H you have a 3 0 GPA overall
A a 3 5 GPA in your area ol concentration. Owens Coming Ftoerglas may
b* silorested in interviewing you For
more information, cal the Cooperany* Education Otlice al 372 2451
DEB M -HANG IN THERE" JUST
THINK-10YRS FROM NOW WE LL
BE RICH A FAMOUS1 LOVE. MARY
DEBORAH A PNIEWSKI
BGSU WtSHES YOU A FOND ADIEU1
CONGRATS ON YOUR JOB AND
BEST OF LUCK IN THE EXCITING
CITY OF GLASS LOVE. M
OELTS The DZ's are psyched lo
warm-up lor the long w**k*nd with
you tonighi' love The Peru Zeta a
ED Aumlller'NANCY Schuerler
Thanks!
MARIBWETH Bahm'MIKE Grayaon
Thanks!
PAULA HEITANEN-HONA McCOY
Thanks!
DONNA POEPPELHAN
Thankal
Your dedication and hard work
have been very much appreciated
The Sludenl
Consumer Union
wishes its graduating Senior, the
v*ryb**t.
FUIS LETS SHOW THE OTHER
GREEKS YOU are h*r* to stay' Wei
that Bathtub Race' Coach Barb

Marc Tom A Jeff Renshaw: Thanks
lor al the lun A support during Derby
W«ok' Wo couUn't have won wrlhoul
your great coaching techniques'
Love. The Sisters ol Alpha Ct.
Omega

Expert typing
Reasonable rales
Cal 352 7305 allet 5 pm

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE WINNERS OF THE 32ND
ANNUAL DU BIKE RACE, SIGMA
ALPHA EPSH.ON. 3RD PLACE.
SIOMA NU. 2ND PLACE. AND
GRAND CHAMPIONS AND FIRST
PLACE WINNERS
SIGMA PHI
EPSHONI THE DU BROTHERS
ALSO WISH TO THANK THE OTHER
TEAMS THAT PARTICIPATED IN
THE BIKE RACE. FINALLY WE WISH
TO THANK ALL THE PEOPLE THAT
HELPED HAKE THE DU BIKE RACE
A 840 SUCCESS THIS YEARI

Hay Ray, Ya made It. 21 TODAY!
Any gray hairs y*t? Let's go lo
Columbus ft get mossed-upll Tom

M RMTE NEEDED WINTHROP
TERRACE ARTS S12S/MO POOL
AC. LAUNORY PH 2-1084. DUANE

NEXT-TO— NEW SHOP: Clothing,
jewelry. She** ft ltou*»»«r*«. Si
Aloy.ius School. Tuas. 10-4 and Frl.
17pm

F RMTE /SUMMER
1 BLK FROM CAMPUS
OWN BOHM 364 1 BOB
2 BORM APT FOR RENT 2ND 6
WEEK SUMMER TERM
SI 50
CALL BILL 354-1280 AFTER 8PM

SHE SOCIAL HOUR
Al Mark's Pujia Pub Ok) and New
members, bring a Inend W*d . June
2. 1982 7 30 pm
STUDENT CONSUME" UNION
Organizational meeting
TUESDAY,JUNE 1
7 30 pm. 105 Hayes Hal

F RMTE NEEDED FOR FALL 3
BORM HOUSE OWN BORM Close
to campus CALL MARY 363-7891
1 M RMTE NEEDED FOR '82 83
SCHOOL YEAR
PLEASE CALL 363-8855

The Gamma Phi's are reedy to
warm It up with you, so Beta, be
ready to party hearty with the Sisters of Gamma Phi.

COOL F. RMTE. WANTED FOR
SUMMER. SHARE UPSTAIRS!
HSE. INEXPENSIVE. JANE: 181-

WE CARE. WE CARE. WE CARE.
WE CARE. WE CARE. WE CARE.
PRE-REG IS COMING
VOLUNTEER TODAY.

862J
Wanted desperately' 1 F rmle lor
sum . own bdrm Ctoee to campus
Reeeorvabte' Cal ASAP 353-1211

Fll your own car. Gang* space
with tool, ft equipment for rent.
You Do It Garage. Ph. 184-1(24 or
352-3004.
__

1 OR 2 F. RHTES. NEEDED
SUMMER 114 AIR-COND HSE. ON
SECOND 8T. CALL SOON 352-t»y4

WANTED

HOUMMATE NEEDED
lor 1st SUMMER session or thru July
Close to campus Keep cawing John
352-6492

F rmles lor Summer Close to campus CALL IMMEDIATELY! 3625525-Jeannie
M rmle (s), 1*1 t*rm Sum Otr only
Unrv Vll only S75. cal 352 7741

Wanted F rmle lor summer $225
mdudee ul»ti*s Your own bdrm Cal
352-4371

1 F RMTE NEEDED FOR 82-83
SCHOOL YR J100 MO FOR NICE
APT PLEASE CALL 372 5295

1 RMTE NEEDED FOR SUMMER
S100-MO
PLUS UTIL
HOUSE
OWN BDRM 352 4088

2 F RMTES TO SUBLS APT FOR
'82-83 SCHOOL YR UNfVERSfTY
CTS CALL 2 4671 OR 2 4554

1 M RIME. NEEDED FOR SUMMER
FURN. OWN BDRM. NEW CARPET.
3RD ST. fjlOOMO. 882-8185.

1 F. RMTE7NEEDEDFOR 82-83 SCH.
YR. TO SHARE HOUSE. U5IMO.
PLUS UTIL. CALL 2-42*5.

2 M RMTES NEEDED
FOR 1982-83 SCHOOL YR NICE
PLACE AT LOW RATES GAS PAID
FOR CALL MIKE OR TOM 3522946

WANTED OFF CAMPUS
HOUSING FOR 82-83
CALL JULIE. 372 3306

RMTE WANTED SUMMER
REDUCED RENT. GOOD LOCATION
352-2839.

1 M RMTE NEEDED
FOR 82 83 SCH YR
CALL 2-1482 BETWEEN 5 7 PM

Need I rmle tor summer and/or lal
Own room m race house tor $85'mo
pkja uWrlies Cal Cathy 352-0522

1 H. mite. desp*rat*ly n*«d*d for
summer. Own room. turn. stOO/mo.
For more Info, pleas* call Brian 3524721.
Need a rmle lor 82-83 or lor eumroer? I need a place lo kve-prelerably apt Close lo campus Cal
Chris al 352-1438. keep trying'

HELP WANTED
SUMMER JOBS
Toledo oased houaewarea castnbutor
he. oparanga tor busvwss or menial
ini mmded student Exceasnt aafcv.
A product trarxng program on. • veusou hgn krvet experiance aa we* as
.■cessnt vKoma potential Some liaval
or poHSHy work m your home area Expenses paid Mual have car For more
nlormahon cal or ante Mr Welch
C M S Box 8458 Toledo OH 43*23 or
phone (4181882 3711

«»*>»■

If you thought Santa Claus was a nice
guy
Tune in lo 880 AM—WFAL
Prizes given away hourly during
ALL-WINNERS WEEK May 20 26
Joe V -You b*tl*r gel roady because
rvjrnecorriing is near. With practice
youl have nothing lo lear Remember that I'm so proud ol you dear. I
may even splurge A buy you a beer
Love always. Me

MATURE OR GRAO ST F TO
SHARE NICE HOUSE OWN RM
WASH'DRYER OUIET OPEN JUNE
1 CALL PAT 354-1361
2F RMTES for 82-83 sch yr Unrv
CIS Apis . lumislvsd $131/mo Call
2-3866 or 2 1373
l M rmle needed lor 82-83 school
year Rent $101 plus electric 362-

Lrloguard positions Interview Sal
May 29. from 12 00-2 00 al Wixom
Sports N Baltimore

APARTMENTS
3 4 students
HOUSES
7-8 studenla
SINGLE ROOMS near campus 9 mo
leases Ph 352 7365
1982-83 school year
two bedroom apartments
NEWLOVE APTS 352-8820

Oof thoa* 'Summer Work Blues'
Sm*e Students working «i nationally
known company program mad* approximately $286 per week in 1981
For interview appointment cal 3542139

FOR SALE
Complete AIWA mmi comporvanl stereo-modal 22 Powertamp ft pre-amp.
AM/FM lunar a cassette dock with
Dofby In superb cond" Wil a**
complete lot $500 Cal 362-2764

FURN 2 BDRM HOUSE
FOR RENT 352-1032
AFTER 8 P M
SUMMER: 831 7th SI 2 bdrm
turn apt* $300 for entire summer
FALl:831 Sevenlh SI
2 bdrm turn apis Set up for 4
persona Owner turn al utd except
electricity
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
M2-8883

1982 BUICK REGAL AIR CONDI
TION
EXCELLENT CONDITION

372-5694
AMF MENS 27 10-SPEE0 BICYCLE. GOO0 CONDITION $70 OR
BEST OFFER 372 3086
1974 KAWASAKI 500 Z-CYCLE 6
SPEED
FAIRING. STORAGE
COMPT MUST SELL. SS FOR SUMMER SCHOOL. 2 3947 ASK FOR
JIM

Han ol Houses lor 2 3* students
across 'from Kohl Hal Hous* for
exjht students Apis 3 or 4 students
Single room* Al near campus 9
month leases Ph 352 7365

FORD LTD WAGON. 1975 EXCEL
COND LOW MILEAGE $700 OR
BEST OFFER 372-3385
1971 Firaced Aehng $460 Runs
w*l 350 V8 New m AM FM
cassette stereo Cal 2-1348 ask lor
Dav

FOR RENT-Brand new 1 odrm furnished apt* available lor lal semes
ter Located on the corner of 9th A
High St Cal 352-5504 lor more
mlormation

'Million Dollar' Tournament Soccer,
Fooeball table, brown lop. V.G.C.
8280. 352-805*. Ask for Qene.

Lamplight Court A Charing Cross
Apts 1017 S Mao Ph 352 7246
Fum studio, lurn 1-bdrm A unlurn
l-bdrm Grad students A Unrv personnel

1972 VW sq back Good engine ft
body Great transportation ASKING
ONLY $280 Cal 352-8266 after 3
pm

DUAL CS 504 Seml-Bulomatlc belt
drrve turntable with ADC-LM II carIndge $50 352-1418.
Fisher Stereo. 1 yr old w'2 large
speakers, cassette 8-track, AM. FM
turntable. A earphones $200 For
more info, cal 288-2795
1974 VW Bug III look* A runs good
New brakes asking $1,985 Cal
2873238 9 10 6 <"-• « - - .-.l
287-3255

SUMMER A FALL 2 bdrm* fum
Close to carnpue. adults only. 3527316 or 354-1091 after 6 pm
1 A 2 bdrm apt*
9ft 12 Mo leases Rale* from $235
to $400 June A Sept vac and—
352-6986
SUBLEASE APT FOR PART
OR ALL OF SUMMER. F . CHEAP
CALL 352-8984

HOUSES available June 15 or August
26 Phone 352-7454. 9 to 4 Dm
TURSTON APTS
Afl CONO .
FULLY CARPETED. CABLE VISION.
EFFICIENCY.
LAUNDRY FACIU
TIES NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER
A FAU 451 THURSTONAVE 3525435

2 BORM SEMI FURN APT
AVAILABLE SUMMER

352-2356

ROOM TO SUBLS FOR SUMMER
F ONLY
OWN BORM
ONLY
895 00 MO NO UTIL 352-5587

Al—LYN NORTH
3 BLKS. TO CAMPUS. 2 BDRM
CALL TOH 152-1800 ft 152-4871

Starting June 15. near campus. 2
bdrm apt over garage, mostly lurn
Cal John Newfove Real Estate 352-

Duplex—Furnished lor summer A lal
For 3 Lower duplex lumashed. summer A lal lor 4 Phone 352-0839

6553

2 bdrm. fully tumiehed. AC apta.
Available lor summer and/or school
year Specially km rales. Call 352
1313 alter 3 p.m.

FOR RENT

SUMMER RENTALS
Houses, apts . single rooms
PHONE 352-7365
Sublease 1 bdrm apt $220 mo Ulil
kid Close lo campus A downtown
686 7958 or 352-4377

THE 1982 KEY IS HERE!

I.D. Required

Summer apt starting at $375 for
entire summer Also single rooms In
house*. Ph 352-7386

352-5520

SUHHER HOUSING
NFXT TO SAM B'S
CALL TOH 352-1800 ft 352-4871

Adjacent to Oftenheuer Towers—l
bdrm lurnished upatarrs apt $200
plus uttktles per month Deposit and
lease requved Avexaxbt* Augual 26
354-1753 or 352-3406

1 bdrm apt lurn Al utMiea paid.
do** to carnpue Available starting
summer 352-7452 allot 4 30 pm

TWO BDRM HOUSE NEAR UNIV
LEASE STARTS JUNE 1 $345 MO
PLUS UTIL CALL 352 4287

LOW SUMMER RATES
•Houses
'2 bdrm apt*
'1 bdrm apts
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT

GUILD MADIERA 6-STRING
FOLK GUITAR A NEW MARTIN
STRINGS 8200 DAN 352-2312

Apt to sublet for Bummer 8400 tor
whole summer UN included Cal
3534424 Ask lor Chrra or Ing*.
Cheap Summer Apt $62 50 mo
plus electricity Own bdrm
CalMeknde. 352-8312

ACCOMMODATIONS FOR FAU.
GIRLS 352-6040 AFTER 6PM

1 A 2 bdrm apt* available lor summer and'or lal rental Phone 352
7464-9 to 4 pm.

STEREO SPEAKERS 3 way adkJSla
Die twe0t*r/m*drange. 12" wooler.
65 watts peak 24x15x12. $145
Cal 362-7838

Wanted 4 lo auohwae Havan House
apt lor 82 63 school yr $505/mo
Ctoee to campus Ce* Slav* 3728160 01 Rob 352-4474

SUMMER-2 BDRM
FURNISHED APT GIRLS
352 6040 AFTER 6 P.M.

1882 -1*81
* Houses
" 2 bdrm apis
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
162-8820

FOR SALE. Bar or dorm refrigerator
40" x 28" w/freezor Great shape
make offer 3541245

Fum house tor rant 714 Waftsc*
Av*. Professors prelerred Contact
MG Hoskrvaon. Box 102 Eveneport.
OH 43519 1419)428-2801

1 BDRH. APTS.
* Unfurnished
' Gas Heat
' 9 or 12 mo lease
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
$62-6820
Cal before 4pm

* The KEY will not be held responsible
for any yearbooks NOT claimed by Jun• 13.

Your 1982 KEY is ready to be picked up in the Forum, Student Services 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. TODAY.
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649 SIXTH STREET
* 2 bdrm 1'/: baths
* FREE AIRCONDITIONING
* FREE HEAT
* Special prices for
groups of 2 & 3 people

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
352-5620

University Village Apartments
University Court Apartments

£

nun fig IIIIIIII error

;Preferred Properties:
835 High St.
Rental Office Located at the
New Cherry-wood Health Spa

1520 Clough St. — Rental Office
Phone 352-0164
Spacious two bedroom, furnished apartments for
'82-'83 school year. Gas heat and cooking paid.
(Residents pay electric only.) Central air conditioning, close to campus, stores and movie
theaters. Three and four person rates still
available. CALL NOW!

NOW RENTING
?PIEDMONT APTS - HAVEN HOUSE3
" Apt. Complexes * Houses ' Efficiencies ,

furnished or unfurnished
Phone: 352-9378
9:00 4:30 Mon-Fri
f

CAMPUS

FILMS

PRESENTS

Classic Cartoon Comix
With Bugs Bunny Mickey Mouse..
T\wS^ 8:00 PM Gish Film Theater
. Free & Open to All

Fri. & Sat.
Altered States
7:30 & 9:45 PM

SUMMER NEWS
STAFF
Applications Are Now
Being Accepted For
Editorial Positions,
Both Editors and Writers,
for the 1982 Summer

Nighl of the Living Dead
Midnight
Main Aud.
Slw-Student I.D.

Pizza inn,

^getgMoieafthtfTttingsy&fhfve

ACROSS
For each
Figure of speech
Did a hall-gainer
Type ol skirt
Olllme
Goddess ol
discord
16
date
17 Sends forth
18 Kind of laslener
19 Mary of the opera
21 Idly
23 Op. associated
with Masons
24 Jason's quest
25 Ullmann
27 German silver
coins of yore
29 Missteps
33 Oandei
34 Actor Robert
35 Take forty winks
36
easier
37 Do a farm |ob
38 Logger's boot
39 What it takes to
tango
40 Snare
42 Tree of the olive
family
43 Buttons
44 Advantage

Liquid holder
Chance to s»e
Stein
Valued
Combination of
eight notes
24 Rise
25 La
town In
SW Spain
59
26 British aclor
Jeremy
61
28 At the peak
62
30 The opposite of 2
63
down
31
Touched, in a way
64
32
Fine
English china
65
35 Peggy ol TV
66
38 Household need
67
41 Holds back
45 Slanting
DOWN
1 The one who pays 46 Shifted directions
49 Actor Luther —'—
2 "People, people
51
Park.
who need
Colorado resort
people...''
52 Two inch nail
3
Oro
53 Volume
4 Now.and
54 Rack's partner
5 Certain nos.
55
.Street
6 Baseball pro
56 Notable name In
7 Rapid-fire talk
the theater
8 Actress Janls
57 Word with coast
9 Dieter's downfall
10 River of NW
or port
60 Actor Beatty
France

45
47
48
50
52
55
58

Dispatch boat
Creation of Pindar
Prickly herb
Part of RPM
Sit on a horse
Certain Fords
Act the hostess at
tea
Liza's sister
Lutt
Align
In the center
Weapons for
fencers
Sight In Sicily
Lairs
Helen of song
Fast let

11
12
13
20
22

you dine!

I

GREAT ENTERTAINMENT
AT A GREAT PRICE"
»"
IALL SEATS ANYTIME
Mjr-hj Vl.isixi KfiMv M< NK hti
MUI

CLA-ZEL

!>'> uti

1IWM.li

Neil Simon s At 7 30

Wo*

At 9 30

^y/^/zgy^ABSENC^OF,
ENDS TONIGHT
Quest For Fire' (R)
af 9 \b PM

"The Stuntman AMIOO PM
Starts

When murder and rape
invade your home, and At
the cop* can't stop it... 9 15 PM
|This man will. Hit way.

Friday1

Stadium Plaza
1*1* f.Wooif.r
393-4*57

LpCr5f^€Atv

PIZZA INN
TUESDAY AND THURSDAY
NIGHT BUFFET

Applicants May Apply
at The BG News Office,
106 University Hall.
Deadline is 5 p.m.,

5:00 to8:00 p.m.

$2.99
SALAD-SPAGHETTI PIZZA
ALL YOU CAN EAT

Friday, June 4
Interviews will be

iaDeATHto/5HlI
The Latest Fashion...In Murder. With it's sen. romance.
»,aplilm parody and paranoia
MICHAEL
"oa Blow Out' will blow you
CAINE
jaway Fri Sun Only
ANOIE
JOHN IHAV0IIA
DICKINSON
NANCY ALIEN

DRESSED

THRILL
At 1 0 45

conducted finals week.

1
4
9
13
14
15

WARRIOtJ
THIEF
KING
.10 \ i J-'

*fl«ini*itmm»mmm«ii

BG News

MAIN AUD.
*1/Student ID

2nd BIG WEEK

■OH^THE

THE DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

LEASE NOW

1 982 Los Angeles Times Syndicate

for Best Selection
Luther III Apartments
733-755 777
2 Bedrooms
9 » Month Lease
V

Manvdie Ave
1 '/> Baths
$335 per month

J L UU
rrr^r pi L~
J m

NOW LEASING FOR
FALL 1982
GREENBRIAR APTS.
215 E. PoeRd.
Eff. Furn. 9lA1 mo. $155.00
Eff. Unfurn. 9 /* mo. $145.00
ALL UTILITIES PAID
ONE BEDROOM FURN.
One person 9Vi mo.S195.00 plus elec.
Two person
$215.00 plus elec.

ONE BEDROOM UNFURN.
One person 9'/2 mo.$185.00 plus elec.
Two person
$200.00 plus elec.

MAURER - GREEN RENTALS
Pendleton Mgt. Co.
853 Napoleon Road
352-6985 Suite 5 352-6167

224 E. WOOSTER
352-0717

Yearbook Extra

1983
Faces in the Crowd p*£
Major League Intramural* ».'!

MAY 27. I<«2

page 2

Cynthia Pearson gets assistance with painting her
mask design. "As toon as I put the mask on I lake on
the role of a player. Without that I'm just Cynthia
Pearson."

Story and Photos
by Dale Omori

pigc 3

Faces

Crowd
Like the Lone Ranger, Batman, or a circus clown,
the musical Pippin wouldn't be the same without its
masks. Whether in a comic book or on the stage of a
classic musical masks have always had a place in the
popular and fine arts.
"The mask brings out a lot in me. Pippin is such a
bubbly play, arid regular make-up would be really
boring," said chorus member Aimee Felder.
Pippin, a musical tale of the life of King Charlemagne's son, was performed May 19-22 at Universjjy,
Theater. A smash broadway hit, the University production was directed by Dr. Allen White, who thought
the use of painted masks would set the chorus apart
from lead characters.
"The chorus is seen as a band of players who change
roles repeatedly. They are never consistent; they vary
with the scene," said chorus member Bart Ferraro.
Though each member of the chorus was required to
where a mask, the design of the masks was dictated by
each individual's whims or fancies. Some members
designedtheir mask according to the role they play.
"Most of the scenes I'm in have to do with love or
sex so I thought of the hearts. I wanted something
simple; not too elaborate," said Peggy Moog, who
wears a bright red heart painted on each eye.
Other members such as Janet Bell used their masks
as a more personal form of expression.
"The basic white is because we're all the same. We
all picked our own design to show that we're all
individualistic. I was always excited and real peppy
during rehearsals, like sunshine on a rainy day. As
soon as we were told to design our own masks I knew I
wanted something with sunshine because that always
makes people happy and that's really important," said
Bell, who wears a red and orange sunshine painted
over her left eye.
Felder, who has a blue stripe and a yellow strip
which intersect to form a cross on the bridge of her
nose, feels the mask should express something about
the person wearing it.
"Maybe (my mask means) cross personalities. I can
act differently at times. I 'm a really bubbly person but

Four members of the chorus peer into the mirror.
They are in various stages of painting their masks.

John Lariviere and Stephanie White take care
painting on their masks before one of the performances.

there is also a serious side to me. I have yellow .which
is bubbly, and blue.which is calm."
The masks of Lone Ranger and Batman allowed
them to assume the roles of superhcroes. The masks
worn by Pippin's chorus members also helped them to
assume their characters in the musical fantasy.
"Because I'm not supposed to be myself it helps me
become the character that I'm supposed to be," said
Cynthia Pearson. It's fun hiding behind something.
Then if I want to do something extremely crazy I can,
without anyone in the audience really knowing who I
am.
"The mask makes me feel Uss like my self and more
like the character because I can do a little bit more
than I normally would without feeling inhibited,"said
John Lariviere."The first time you wear the costumes
you feel like you're more a part of the show than just
going to a rehearsal. It's the difference between feeling
a little bit naked and feeling like you have clothes on."
"1 think it takes some of your own personality away
from you," said Ferraro." It makes you the same as
others and it neutralizes some things."
Though some of the members of the chorus felt a
transformation into their characters with the help of
the masks, others such as Steffanie White felt only the
make-up on their faces.
"It just feels like regular make-up, except you can
see the colors on your nose. It drives me nuts," said
White. "When we get out on stage the lights start
melting our faces, it gets real hot and I sweat and my
colors start blending it really bothers me."
But like the rest of the chorus members, White, who
has a rainbow design on her mask, does enjoy wearing
it.
"When people see the rainbow they think, 'There's
her again." That's a good aspect about it."
The Lone Ranger and Batman captured the imaginations of many people, partly due to the mystique
created by wearing masks. Without their masks. The
Lone Ranger and Batman might have been just two
more faces in the crowd and the musical Pippin might
have been just another University performance.
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Nadine Verga gets a hit in a recent game against the Stardusters. Despite her hit
her team lost.
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that great outfilds are made of. In left is Kathy Liebig,
They're out in the field at their respective positions.
or "Twinkie" to close associates. Zurca, in a prelimiIt looks like a well-oiled machine, with every team
nary scouting report of his own team, says she is a
member except one, in matching powder-blue Miller
burner on the base paths. She also looks like a tough
Lite jerseys.
out as she crouches in a slim-lined Pete Rose stance as
But wail, something is wrong — there aren't any
she belts a double to center field.
beer-bellied or balding men running around. In fact,
Left-centerfield is occupied by steady, Carrie l.ethe third base coach of the opposing team is standing
vinc. Don't let :his petite, Mariel Hemingway lookin the box manicuring her nails. And right in the
alike with the blue headband fool you, her determined
middle of the game!
looks could make Billy Martin crouch in a corner.
"We usually try to have practice about once a week
Centerfield is under the authority of Ellie Hassett
but no one usually shows up," said Tony Zurca who is
who is probably the most-determined member of the
coach of the Alpha Gamma Delta sorority softball
team, according to Zurca. "She is real tough. In our
team, which was undefeated and playing in a semifinal game against the DZ's (Delta Zcta sorority) she
final championship game against Alpha Xi Delta
Jean Humprey congratulates Greg Wagner of the had two diving catches. There aren't many girls that
sorority. "It's pretty intense — the enthusiasm runs
wi|| g0 djving for a ba||. she-s our Charley Hustle."
rampant. But those girls just don't run fast enough." Sigma Chi team after Wagner scored a run.
Guarding the rightfield line is Cindy Baker. She
There is a crowd of about 20 people watching the
wasn't dressed in the normal team garb, but she
game, mostly sorority sisters. You'd expect to hear a
looked dazzling in a striking red and blue, blouse and
resounding, full-bodied chorus of "Take Me Out to
shorts combination, accented with gold pierced earthe Ball Game." But instead the sideline rooters give a
rings.
grind-your-hips rendition of Kool and the Gang's
For some reason, you started wondering why
current hit "Get Down On It," for the betweenmillions of people dish out millions of dollars each
innings entertainment.
season to watch sweaty, unshaven major-league balI he learn defense is pretty darn tough. The infield
lplayers play with inflated salaries, when this muchhas no worries of being compared 10 [he immortal
morc-plcasant version of the sport is available for free
I inkcrs-Evers-Chance combination, but there are
at local college intramural fields.
quite a few impressive plays. Christie Herlichy, the
This game wasn't a "Bad News Bears Go Greek"
shortstop, covers a lot of ground with quick, accurate
throws to firstbaseman Beth Trepadue who exhibits a
version of the grand-old game. The girls were lough
and the play was exciting—Watch out "Say-Hey Kid"
good stretch to gel those close outs.
and "Stan the Man," "Twinkie" can'i be far behind.
The outfield is possessed of a lot of speed, the stuff

Trying to complete the double play is just one
xample of the skills needed for intramural softball.

P«**5

Jon Wade of the Generics is lagged out at
third base by Joe Bolton of the Nighthawks.
The two teams tied 8-8.

[PIMM W
ft FPOKE
Freshman Angie Stranlon of the IBT team
tosses a pitch toward home.
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FESTIVAL SERIES
1982-1983
ATLANTA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
SANDRA WARFIELD, JAMES MCCRACKEN
MARK PESKANOV
IVAN MORAVEC
JANOS STARKER
BYRON JANIS
Subscribe to Bowliny Green's finest music series!
For a brocnure. call 372-0171
Presented by the College of Musical Arts--BGSU.

STUDENT
RECREATION
CENTER

1982-83

SHAPE
UP

AT THE
RECl
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We Make It Happen...
From Films
to

Lectures
to

Touraments
to

Mini Courses
Concerts

Editor
Al Fuchs
Copy Editor
Betsy Bissland
Photo Editor
Jim Borgen
Graphics Editor
DaleOmori
Sports Editor
Tracy Collins
Sales Manager
Craig Sullivan
Special thanks to: Jim Gordon, Bob Bortel, Sue Dicke, Jan Dorrance,
Julie Richter, and Lisa Inman.

to

Outdoor Recreation
to

Travel
to

Coffeehouse
to

Editor's Note

Special Events
to...

Be a part of the action Be
a part of BGSU's largest student
organization. Be a part of UAO.

B

KEY

Staff-

to

University Activities Organization
is open to ALL BGSU Students.
Look for the Fall Organizational Meeting.

Th«
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Well, what you're reading is The KEY Extra. It's not meant to
replace The KEY, but supplement it with timely stories and
photographs. We're trying to get people to see (and buy) The 1983
KEY. The staff will be bringing you great stories and photographs
of what interests you: other people. We'll tell you about and show
you things you'll want to remember-your friends, The Beta,
Homecoming, the parties, the teachers, graduation, and much
more. We'll bring you stories and photographs about you—The
1983 KEY is YOU.

WELCOME TO

University Bookstore
(In The Student Services Building)
PARKING

AIR CONDITIONING

Student Services Building

NEW & USED BOOKS
'SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE
•CHILDREN'S BOOKS
• BEST SELLERS
• PAPERBACKS
• STUDY AIDS
•MAGAZINES
•CALCULATORS

Master Card/Visa Accepted
Phone: 372-2851

'COLLEGE SWEATSHIRTS & T-SHIRTS
• ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES
•FILM & DEVELOPING
•GREETING CARDS
•COLLEGE JEWELRY
•TOILETRIES
•GIFTS

Store Hours: 8:00 to 5:00 Mon-Frl.
9:00 to 5:00 Sat.
Summer Hours: 7:30 to 5:00 Mon-Thurs.
7:30 to 11:30 Fri.

m
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The 1982 KEY arrives

JUNE 2
Pick up in the Student
Services Forum 9am-4pm

The Key is not responsible for books not
picked up by June 13, 1982

ORDER YOUR 1983 KEY.

Name
Soc. Sec. No.

Buy your
1983
KEY Now
... ...
with this coupon
1
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I'LL TAKE A YEARBOOK
Charge the cost ($13.95) to my
account. Do not pay for your book
unlil
you are billed by the Bursar
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I WON'T BE HERE
in September, 1983 Mail my
book to the address on the back of
this card and biU me $3.00.

1 The price goes up on January 1, 1983
I to $15.95.
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